Chapter 2

From Plainness to Simplicity: Changing
Quaker Ideals for Material Culture
J. William Frost

Quakers or the Religious Society of Friends began in the 1650s as
a response to a particular kind of direct or unmediated religious experience
they described metaphorically as the discovery of the Inward Christ, Seed, or
Light of God. This event over time would shape not only how Friends wor
shipped and lived but also their responses to the peoples and culture around
them. God had, they asserted, again intervened in history to bring salvation
to those willing to surrender to divine guidance. The early history of Quak
ers was an attempt by those who shared in this encounter with God to spread
the news that this experience was available to everyone. In their enthusiasm
for this transforming experience that liberated one from sin and brought sal
vation, the first Friends assumed that they had rediscovered true Christianity
and that their kind of religious awakening was the only way to God. With the
certainty that comes from firsthand knowledge, they judged those who op
posed them as denying the power of God within and surrendering to sin. Be
fore 1660 their successes in converting a significant minority of other English
men and women challenged them to design institutions to facilitate the ap
proved kind of direct religious experience while protecting against moral
laxity.
The earliest writings of Friends were not concerned with outward ap
pearance, except insofar as all conduct manifested whether or not the person
had hearkened to the Inward Light of Christ. The effect of the Light de
pended on the previous life of the person, but in general converts saw the
Light as a purging as in a refiner’s fire (the metaphor was biblical) previous
sinful attitudes and actions. So being “convinced” (this term was more fre
quently used than “converted”) was likely to be a prolonged and traumatic
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process as the person gained insight into what was required to be a servant of
Godd The acceptance of the Inward Monitor required converts to work out
their salvation with “fear and trembling” (Philippians 1:12), and it brought a
denunciation of music, plays, gambling, and many recreations as wastes of
time that distracted from a person’s true destiny of following the Inward
Christ. Early Friends proclaimed all outward religious forms as not just un
necessary but evil. What Christians had traditionally termed “means of grace,”
including liturgy, sacraments, hymns, theology, and ornamented “steeple
houses,” fell into this category of evil. These forms were products of humans’
sinful will and had to be abolished so the voice or seed of God within could
be heard or be fruitful—both metaphors were common.
In addition to religious taboos. Friends early developed many positive
beliefs—silent meetings, women’s spiritual equality with men, Christ’s re
turn inwardly to teach his people, the possibility of perfect submission to
God, strict personal morality, for example—but the emphasis in this essay is
on what they renounced as incompatible with true Christianity. These in
cluded the denunciation of tithes, paying ministers, oaths, using “you” for a
single person (they used thee/thou), titles (like “Your Grace” or “Lord”), and
the pagan names of days and months instead of strict numerical references
(first day or first month). Later generations would call these standards of be
havior “peculiar customs” (Titus 2:14 or 1 Peter 2: 9) or “testimonies,”^ but
this is an artificial linkage and ignores the early rationales for opposition to
these customs. In the 1680s distinctive dress and furniture would be added
to these customs or testimonies in an attempt to create a Quaker culture
separate from the world’s people.
This essay explores three areas: why Friends created what they would
later call a plain style of life; the period from the 1680s until the mid
nineteenth century when the plain style remained the norm; and finally the
modern attack on plainness, first from evangelical Quakers and then from
liberal Friends. By the end of the nineteenth century, except in a few en
claves, plainness had disappeared, replaced by simplicity. In the seventeenth
century, plainness (associated with mortification) was the dominant symbol
with simplicity in a secondary role; today simplicity is much more fi-equently
invoked than plainness.^ How did this come to be? Here we will examine the
rationale for the plain style rather than how Friends implemented or main
tained this testimony. The evidence is mainly from official statements, that is,
meeting-approved writings of individuals, “Christian and Brother Advices”
or disciplines of yearly meetings, and epistles issued by Friends. This is a pre
scriptive literature, telling more about the ideals by which Friends hoped to
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live than about how individual Friends did live. Even in seventeenth-century
America not all Friends were equally devout, and actual behaviors were de
termined by many influences besides what the meeting recommended.

The First Generation: Sobriety and Usefulness
Friends inherited a set of teachings about dress that they appear to have ab
sorbed with little forethought. Like the many varieties of radical religious
folk in Puritan England, Friends based virtually all their social interpreta
tions on the Bible and assumed that God’s inward revelations confirmed the
truth of Scripture. In the Prophets, Proverbs, and Paul there are comments
on proper deportment and what constitutes an abuse; for example, “women
should adorn themselves modestly and sensibly in seemly apparel, not with
braided hair or gold or pearls or costly attire” (i Timothy 2: 9). In several
places women’s dress and deportment are singled out for detailed criticism,
but in general the Bible equates dress with outward attitude.^ Friends fre
quently quoted the Sermon on the Mount where Jesus says “Be not anxious
about.. . what you shall eat or what you shall drink” (Matthew 6: 25). The
Bible condemns ostentatious display by the rich, praises the poor, and con
trasts the pride of self-righteousness with humble deportment before God.
The prophets contrasted the costly garments of Jews with a coming dissolu
tion from God’s judgment. Wearing rich robes and having sumptuous food
were signs of material wealth and moral flabbiness which, particularly in
Luke, Jesus condemns. Because they essentially relived the Bible as an Olustration of their spiritual journey. Friends condemned clothing designed for
outward show.
Christianity has a long tradition of using mortification to prove the
subordination of physical pleasures to spiritual awakening. Friends inherited
this tradition, which is also found in Roman Catholic monasticism, the An
abaptists’ code of dress, the Reformed or Calvinist teachings on conduct, and
English Puritanism’s somewhat deserved reputation for being puritanical.
The Puritans were called “round heads” because they cut their hair short fol
lowing the Pauline dictum that long hair was a sign of pride. During the En
glish Civil War dress became a symbol of political affiliation with the king,
the cavaliers wearing much fancier or more ornamental clothing than their
Puritan opponents. Friends—led by their founders, including George Fox,
Margaret Fell, William Penn, James Nayler, and Robert Barclay—took over
Puritan attitudes to dress and turned them against the Puritans, whom they
accused of a laxity that compromised true Christianity.^
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In addition, Friends first took root in the remote north of England
where country folk, ignorant or disdainful of London fashion and customs,
wore traditional clothing. Oscillation between awe and repulsion at the
lifestyle of the court characterized the relationships between crown or town
and country and is a recurrent theme in the history of early modern En
gland.® Such tensions would later characterize the relationship between
wealthy London Quaker merchants and rural Eriends.
There probably was nothing very distinctive about early Friends’ mate
rial culture. For example, there is no heading about plainness of dress or
ornate furniture in the very complete index to the John Nickalls edition of
the Journal of George FoxJ^ though Fox was described as wearing “leather
breeches,” worn for their durability. Seventeenth-century critics seeking to
warn communities against traveling Quaker ministers did not mention a set
form of apparel by which they could be recognized. Early Friends dressed
as others of their class and occupations, and none of the First Publishers
of Truth—a name later applied to the early ministers who traveled seeking
converts—ranked as a gentleman or lady, although a few persons of high
rank including Margaret Fell and Anthony Pearson became Friends. Because
most Friends were artisans, tradesmen, or farmers, these men and their fami
lies dressed like others: neither above nor below their station.
Early Friends were less concerned about any specific dress than about
clothing as a sign of pride and reserved most of their condemnation for su
perfluities or excess. For George Fox, the word “vain” is so often used with
fashions that it almost seems that it was one concept. Qnly on one occasion
does Fox link the adjective “plain” with clothing,® remarking that it was
wasteful for the rich to put ribbons and laces on their clothing. In all people.
Fox explained—whether those seeking more status or attempting to confirm
high outward position—luxurious dress was a sign of self-aggrandizing will
showing that the wearer had not succumbed to the Light of God. The early
condemnations of luxury did not mention specific colors, nor was there ref
erence to the quality of the goods, for instance, that woolens were more
durable than silks.
Although early Friends frequently condemned non-Friends’ “vain fash
ions,” references to Friends’ preferences were offhand. George Fox purchased
good quality scarlet cloth for his wife, Margaret Fell Fox, to make into a
cloak. Sarah Fell’s 1673 account book shows that the ladies of Swarthmoor
Hall bought tartans, blue stockings, and red cloth.® Fox, like James Nayler,
wore his hair long, but early woodcuts of other Friends do not indicate that
others followed this example. Friends disliked James Nayler’s and John Perrot’s growing beards because they feared the implication of trying to look
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like Jesus. The early Friends denounced many customs and beliefs, but nei
ther they nor their opponents placed special emphasis on specific styles of
furniture or dwellings. The first meeting houses were just houses or rented
buildings where Friends met, and there was no distinctive architecture.
The Restoration of Charles II in 1660 brought a repudiation of Puritan
plainness and morality and a new concern with ornamental fashion, as
court aristocrats wore elaborate wigs, perfumes, laces, silks and satins, highheeled red shoes, enormous wigs, and elaborate, laced, long sleeved coats.
And these were male fashions! Women added paint and patches and wore
seductive gowns that Quakers thought were too revealing. It was an era of
sex and debauchery, and King Charles’s escapades with women and the re
sultant illegitimate children set the tone. Restoration comedies like William
Wycherley’s Country Wife made light of the game of sexual seduction, and
historian John Spurr characterizes the Restoration as marked by “heroism,
wit and masqueradeBy contrast, Quakers sought humility, truth, and
openness.
The scandals of court are only one facet of the Restoration, a period of
wars, plague, architectural creativity, philosophical innovation, and scientific
revolution. In the aftermath of the 1664 fire of London, when Christopher
Wren designed ornate new churches including the rebuilt St. Paul, a new
style of church and domestic architecture emerged. Isaac Newton published
his Principia Mathematica (1687) and included his work on gravity, Robert
Boyle’s experiments illustrated the nature of gases, and both men, along with
William Penn, became members of the Royal Society for the Advancement of
Science. John Locke wrote his essays on government and religious toleration.
Yet at the same time there were executions for witchcraft. The Church of En
gland attempted to suppress all religious dissent, though Quakers received
some sympathy fi-om the king—but not from Parliament.
Even though Friends, like most other English, were appalled by the dis
soluteness of the court, they were influenced by the events, style, and new
currents of thought of Restoration England. Friends reacted negatively by
denouncing the elaborate male and female fashions and by wearing either
the same kinds of clothes as customary during the Commonwealth or a plain
or moderate version of whatever was fashionable. Responding to the chaos
around him, Penn’s plans for Philadelphia incorporated green space to pro
tect against the plague and brick dwellings and meeting houses to reduce the
risk of fire. The layout of the house and gardens at Penn’s mansion at Pennsbury reflected Restoration ideals of balance and symmetry. The few English
Quaker meeting houses surviving from this period when it was still illegal to
be a Quaker show that no one type of architecture prevailed." Clearly
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Friends embraced part of the style of the Restoration while rejecting what
they saw as the abuses of the age, in search of what they termed a “sober and
judicious” Christian lifed^
William Penn’s No Cross, No Crown (1669) and two Fruits of Solitude
(1693,1702) assert three different rationales for plainness: one based on re
nunciation, a second on reason and moderation, and a third on utilitarian
national interest. Robert Barclay’s Apology for the True Christian Divinity
(1676) provided a theological defense for a plain style that took into account
differences of class. These men’s efforts to defend what would later be called
a plain style should be seen as a part of a general transformation of an ex
panding Quaker movement stimulated by the threat of persecution and
schism.*^ Under attack from without and within. Friends created a system of
meetings organized in a hierarchical manner. They also crafted a theological
defense of their beliefs and practices. In essence, they tried to routinize the
charisma of immediate revelation in silent meetings, and they intended to
provide a method for making decisions and enforcing uniformity of conduct
in monthly meetings for business when the leaders were absent, often in
gaols.
Penn’s No Cross, No Crown, written while he was imprisoned in the
Tower of London for allegedly denying the Trinity, reflects Friends’ concern
about “the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life.” The first
two chapters oppose “vain titles” and doffing one’s hat as a sign of honor. His
consistent theme is how the quest for honor trumps the need for humility
before God and destroys true worth. Penn couples a pragmatic attack on the
uselessness of such outward deference with the gospel demand for selfdenial, assuming the cross and embracing suffering in this life in order to re
ceive a heavenly crown.
Using the same dual focus, Penn’s third chapter denounces a long list of
customs:
Several sober reasons urg’d against the vain Apparel and usual Recreations of the Age
(as Gold, Silver, Embroyderies, Pearls, precious Stones, Lockets, Rings, Pendents,
breaded and curl’d Locks, Painting, Patching, Laces, Points, Ribonds, unnecessary
change of Cloaths, superfluous Provision out of state, costly and useless Attendence,
Rich Furnitures, Plays, Parts, Mulbery and Spring-Gardens, Treats, Balls, Masks,
Cards, Dice, Bowls, Chess, Romances, Comedies, Poets, Riddles, Drollery, vain and
unnecessary Visits, &c.) by which they are proved inconsistent with a Christian life,
and very destructive of all civil society.

Notice the wide variety of practices excluded from a sober life: rich
dress and furniture, ornamental gardens, plays, balls, games, poetry, riddles.
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and social visits. Even leisure had to have a worthwhile objective, and “the
best recreation is to do good.” Penn supported his condemnation of all frivo
lity with quotations from sixty-eight authorities: ancient Greeks and Ro
mans, the church fathers, and leading figures of the Reformation. The
impressive display of erudition (though many of the quotations were taken
intact from books Penn had read) was to demonstrate that sensible Chris
tians and moral exemplars from all periods agreed with the Quaker positions
on plainness.
Penn argued that dress should serve only three functions: to cover
shame, therefore “plain and modest”; to keep out the cold, hence “substan
tial”; and to differ the sexes, thus “distinguishing.” Going beyond utility was a
sign of pride, he asserted, but he added a new element to the discussion: that
it was also socially destructive. Until then Friends had not discussed the eco
nomic consequences of luxury. Responding to the argument that creating
sumptuous feasts and houses gave employment to the poor, Penn countered
this early version of trickle-down economics by claiming that producing
luxury goods impoverished the realm. Instead of wasting labor, the kingdom
would be benefited by having the tradesmen produce useful food and com
modities that would increase trade and thereby help the poor escape poverty.
The early radical Penn emphasized the need to conquer self-will, and a plain
style was essential in this process, with moderation and reason as subordi
nate themes.
The tone of Penn’s Some Fruits of Solitude and More Fruits of Solitude
contrasted markedly from No Cross, No Crown. Except for an occasional
“thou,” there is little in the contents to indicate that Penn was a Friend. Penn
was much older, a proprietor of Pennsylvania, and out of favor with the
court of William and Mary for his support of James II before 1688. During
this time, while Friends gained toleration and prosperity, Penn experienced
the death of his oldest son, Springett, and wife, Gulielma—both of whom
had experienced long illnesses. Pennsylvania had proved virtually ungovern
able and he was in debt. No longer a radical young Quaker, Penn was now a
chastened man who advocated moderation as a product of reason and fol
lowing the dictates of nature: “All excess is ill”; “In all things reason should
prevail”; “Grace perfects but never spoils nature”; “Excess in apparel is an
other costly folly: the very trimming of the vain world would clothe all the
naked ones.” Penn also seems the first to have linked plainness in clothing
with simplicity: “The more simple and plain they [clothes] are, the better.
Neither unshapely, nor fantastical: and for the use and decency, and not for
pride.”*® Note that the rationalist Penn does not condemn any one kind of
dress or furniture; plainness is unornamented, useful, durable.
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Very different in tone was Penn’s advice to his children, probably writ
ten in 1699, before his second voyage to Pennsylvania (it was not published
until 1726). Here Penn linked testimony, plainness, moderation, and sim
plicity as defining a Quaker style of religion: “You will also see that the testi
mony the eternal God hath brought our poor friends unto, as to religion,
worship, truth-speaking, ministry, plainness, simplicity, and moderation in
apparel, furniture, food, salutation.”'^
In 1676 Robert Barclay, like Penn a member of the ruling class, wrote in
Latin An Apology for the True Christian Divinity, which Friends for the next
one hundred fifty years would esteem a definitive summary of their beliefs.
The last section (proposition XV) discussed the “practices,” including the re
nunciation of war and the embracing of “plain and sober” dress and food.
Barclay titled this section “Of Salutations and Recreations,” even though
dress, furniture, food, and pacifism are neither of these. His unsatisfactory ti
tle indicates that by 1676 Quakers had not yet found a satisfactory way of de
scribing all elements of the “plain style.”
Barclay insisted that for a Christian the essence of these testimonies (a
term he did not use) was renunciation of vanities, but ascetic practice was
not the same for rich and poor. “We shall not say that all persons are to be
clothed alike, because it will perhaps neither suit their bodies nor their es
tates. And if a man be clothed soberly, and without superfluity, though they
be finer than that which his servant is clothed with, we shall not blame
him.”'® To be brief, it may be more mortification for a rich man accustomed
to French sauces on his roast beef to give up the sauce than for a poor man
whose purse will not allow frequent meals of roast beef to abstain. Each
should use the material world according to his station, but plainly. Friends’
early recognition of class is important, because it shows that the eighteenthcentury practice of the “plain style, but finest” was not incompatible with
Quaker tradition or a sign of declension—insofar as finest meant utility
rather than ornamentation.

The Plain Style
Toward the end of the seventeenth century the official definition of the sober
style of life changed dramatically. Now meetings referred officially to plain
ness. “It is our tender and Christian advice that friends take care to keep to
truth and plainness, in language, habit, deportment and behaviour: that the
simplicity of truth in these things may not wear out or be lost.”*^ The new
emphases (which seem to have originated in Ireland) became widespread in
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England and America during the i68os and endured wherever Quakers lived
until the mid-nineteenth century.^® The nonobservance of plainness now be
came a subject for discipline; that is, in theory at least, a person could be dis
owned for not observing the Quaker testimonies on dress or speech. In
practice, however, this was rarely done.
In order to make certain that all members knew how Quakers should
appear, meetings asserted exactly what was not plain. After all, it was easier
to say what was wrong than to define exactly what moderation or utility
meant. Meetings began to go beyond complaining about excess and to list in
detail what kinds of fashion were not allowed. At various times, for example.
Friends condemned any apron that was not green or white, plaids, and
ruffled neckcloths, even prescribing the size of buttonholes.^i In spite of
protests from prominent Friends such as Margaret Fell Fox, who complained
that the new “legalism” was a “silly, poor gospel,” the plain style now began to
evolve into drabness.^^ London Yearly Meeting in 1703 warned against “ex
travagancy in colour and fashion.”^^ Plain dress, speech, and furniture be
came visible signs of godliness.
There were several causes for the new emphasis on plainness. By the late
seventeenth century Friends had become far more prosperous. English and
Irish Quakers moved into towns where they became merchants.^^ In this
more lavish context, Quaker merchants who acquired the trappings of pros
perity could argue that they were living plainly relative to their station. De
vout Friends feared the effects of new wealth on religious commitment.
Qlder Friends tended to sanctify whatever patterns of clothes they wore and
to look on changes, particularly by the young, as a sign of a blind follow
ing of fashion. Enforcing a plain style would guard against declension, pre
serving what—as early as the 1680s—Quakers were calling their “ancient”
testimonies—ancient because espoused by the first Christians and the first
Friends. Quakers admitted that their taboo against ornamentation could
not guarantee the experience of the Inward Light, but they believed that
requiring plainness brought a self-mortification conducive to the type of
“tenderness”—or openness—in which one could know God. Somehow even
the rich had to learn how to conquer self-will and divest themselves of dis
tractions so that God’s tender plants of grace could grow.
The new emphasis on plainness was also a response to the decline in
new recruits to Quakerism. Migration to America, the resurgence of Angli
canism under queens Mary and Anne, and the change of intellectual climate
after 1690 (the Age of Reason or Enlightenment) meant that Quakers seemed
to be slightly anachronistic, a relic of the religious passions of the Civil War.
Now Quakers’ protests seemed irrelevant. The English government had en-
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dorsed toleration of all Protestants and allowed Friends an affirmation in
stead of oaths. Quakers no longer spent time in jail for nonpayment of tithes;
instead, the authorities could legally distrain the amount required. Since
these laws were to be renewed periodically and the government’s support de
pended on the Quakers behaving as responsible subjects, the London mer
chants and ministers who dominated the Meeting for Sufferings no longer
denounced injustice but rather thanked the crown and parliament for favors.
No longer striving to reshape the entire society. Friends concentrated on im
proving themselves. Although Friends might see themselves as missionaries
of the only true church, they also knew that they were one of several groups
of dissenters. Unwilling to recognize that truth might be relative, the meeting
had to find some way of ensuring its survival by establishing a recognizable
discipline. The result was an emphasis on the family as the primary nurturer
of a plain style and on the plain style as a marker of adherence to Quaker
principles.
Until after the Glorious Revolution of 1689, family and children had
played a distinctly minor role in Quaker apologetics, but in the eighteenth
century these would emerge as major preoccupations. Somehow Quakers
had to raise children so that they could be receptive to the Inward Light. The
meeting advised that from infancy dress and speech be plain and self-will
be controlled. By enforcing plainness, loving parents would create tender
(sensitive) children accustomed to the mortification necessary to be truly
Christian. 25
Plainness would serve as a kind of hedge or “enclosed garden” that
would help circumscribe correct behavior on children and their parents. The
epistles of London and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings warned parents that ei
ther undue strictness or laxity would lead to excess, which could bring disownment. A good example coupled with loving-kindness would accustom
children to living plainly. A child would have his or her “birth and educa
tion” among Friends, and book learning would be in a school with a Quaker
teacher and pupils in which the peculiar customs would be observed. A boy’s
apprenticeship would be to a Quaker master. In time, a young man would be
allowed to court a Quaker girl after consultation with parents and “weighty”
Friends. They would be married in the meeting and would form another
Quaker family.
In the eighteenth century Friends incorporated two tenets into the plain
style: the necessity of marriage within the faith and the peace testimony.
Based on Old and New Testament precepts such as Paul’s “be not unequally
linked with unbelievers,” Friends insisted that a marriage to a non-Quaker
would jeopardize the observance of the peculiar customs within the family
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and cause conflicts over attending meeting. The peace testimony could be
linked with plainness because it was an example of outward behavior in
which Friends were unique. As Quakers rethought and expanded the mean
ing of the peace testimony in the eighteenth century, nonresistance was
not only about war but also included gentle behavior within the family and
community.
Plainness would distinguish which children really were Friends. Before
1737 among English Friends and the 1760s for Philadelphia Quakers, there
was no formal test for membership other than birth among Friends, attend
ing meeting, and observing Quaker customs.^s Quaker plainness was a visi
ble sign to everyone that the young person really was a member. Plainness
would keep out the world’s customs and enforce the close ties within the
community of Friends. In fact, the meeting would become a kind of surro
gate family. Elders and ministers would visit families periodically to encour
age the practice of religious devotion; they could also discreetly point out
deviations from plainness. The ideal was to create a unified Quaker culture
so that a plain Eriend would always be conscious of his religious distinctness,
particularly when in association with non-Friends.
Whether the ideal of a plain culture was ever defined well enough to be
realized in practice is difficult to determine.^^ The meetings’ advices on
plainness soon became stereotyped, the prescriptions reappearing in disci
plines long after many Friends had ceased to observe them. For example, the
1912 book of discipline for Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Orthodox reprinted a
1694 advice on plain dress. Once an advice appeared it was difficult to repeal
because some held it in esteem as a part of Quaker tradition sanctified by the
martyrdoms of early Friends. Others defended it because it provided the ba
sis to accuse innovators of proceeding from a worldly spirit. The Quaker
practice of “sense of the meeting” required the consent of most “weighty”
Friends—the devout older members who were most inclined to a strict defi
nition of plainness.
The enforcement of plainness varied greatly depending on the offense
and the era. For example, in America and Britain, marriage to a non-Friend
or officiated by a non-Quaker minister remained a very visible and easily disownable offense until at least the mid-nineteenth century. Until the Ameri
can Civil War, a violation of the peace testimony by joining the military
would bring automatic censure. By contrast, in eighteenth-century Philadel
phia and London having an ornate high chest might bring rebuke from a vis
iting minister but result in no official action by the monthly meeting.
Quakers in Durham, England, between 1680 and 1725 repeatedly listed for
bidden garments for women and reprimanded the young women who wore
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them; men’s dress was rarely mentioned, except for wigs, but men were often
disciplined for drunkenness at the alehouse.^® Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s
epistles and disciplines often mention specific abuses in dress, but comments
about houses and furniture are so vague that interpretation of what plain
ness meant here (if anything) must rely on surviving material objects.
Establishing and maintaining a firm formula for punishing infractions
was not easy. At all times Friends seemed to agree that violations of moral
codes (for example, sexual relations outside marriage) were more serious
than superfluities and therefore required immediate disciplinary action.
They also admitted—even in the eighteenth century—that hypocrites could
be outwardly very plain and that the New Testament condemned undue le
galism or straining over-pettiness.^® A family who showed up regularly for
meeting, contributed funds, and sent their children to Quaker school might
receive more leeway even though their house appeared a little grand, particu
larly if the family could afford it. But woe be to them if after such indulgence
the father got into financial difficulties due to speculation and declared
bankruptcy, thereby defrauding his creditors. Then the grand house showed
an unsound spirit and the man would almost certainly be disowned, that is,
declared not a member. Above all, in analyzing the rigor with which disci
pline was applied, we should remember that the process involved neighbors
imposing discipline on people they knew well, who might be close acquain
tances, grandchildren, or nephews. Hence a meeting might be lenient with
those who had important roles in the meeting and had fashionable new
clothes if the case could be made that they conformed to plainness and
utility.^® Ministers came from all classes, but the elders and overseers who
had primary responsibility to enforce the discipline usually came from
wealthier classes. And because plainness differed from equality, high-ranking
prosperous Philadelphia and London Quaker families could combine plain
ness with gentility.^*
In addition, definitions of the moderation and utility required in
plainness evolved according to the norms of the wider society as Friends in
teracted with outsiders in business and government affairs. The eighteenthcentury Friends who dominated the Assembly and trade in Pennsylvania and
the banking and the iron industry in England, the artisans who created fur
niture, clocks, clothing, and silver services or built houses, and the retailers
who sold a wide variety of goods had to please customers who were not
Friends. A Quaker printer or bookseller who worked exclusively on Friends
tracts would probably soon have gone out of business.Hence Quaker busi
ness people, constantly in contact with the “world’s people,” could not avoid
subtle outside influences.
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A few—country Friends, the most devout, or older Friends who were
unhappy with the young—with some regularity condemned the growing
worldliness of Friends. Yet disownment was a drastic step, and some rea
soned that it was better to keep “gay” or “wet” Friends within the meeting in
hopes they would mend their ways.^^ After all, membership in meeting was
voluntary, and meetings’ control over an individual’s actions depended on
his or her consent. And Friends did not always agree on the right of meeting
to intrude in domestic affairs. Elizabeth Sandwith Drinker, for example, a
strict Friend whose husband was a wealthy businessman and elder, com
plained about the intransigence of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting when her
daughter sought to apologize for a marriage out of unity (by a priest). The
Free Quakers of Philadelphia, who had been disowned for supporting the
American Revolution, created a new meeting that would not disown for any
cause. In the late eighteenth century supporters of Hannah Barnard in Lon
don Yearly Meeting decried the strict enforcement of the discipline.^^ I be
lieve that in America there were always some Friends opposed to a rigorous
imposition of plainness. They stayed within the meeting as “backbenchers”
and rarely attended meeting for business or did tasks for the meeting, but
they considered themselves and were seen by others as Friends. In theory
meetings had enormous power over individual behavior, but considerable
evidence suggests that to a large extent the implementation of plainness was
self-imposed.
The quantitative data compiled by Jack Marietta in his study of Phila
delphia Quakerism show that meetings rarely disowned in the early eigh
teenth century and that Friends would labor with individuals for years in
an effort to persuade them to apologize.^s But after 1755 the discipline
was more rigorously enforced, many of those disowned had a variety of of
fenses, and the meeting operated more quickly to purge dissidents. Marriage
out of unity and violation of the peace testimony were the primary causes
for discipline, perhaps because these offenses resulted from conscious deci
sions and were known and understood by outsiders. So, as Friends phrased
it, “the reputation of truth” was involved. Marietta demonstrates that the
increased willingness to disown was a part of a revitalization movement in
Philadelphia Quakerism. Similar revivals in discipline occurred in London in
the 1760s and in New England and North Carolina in the 1770s. The Phila
delphia reform was spearheaded by some of the wealthiest families, for
example the Pembertons, whose wealth influenced their definition of plain
ness. Plainness as practiced by schoolteachers John Woolman or Anthony
Benezet differed markedly from that of wealthy merchants in Newport, Lon
don, or Philadelphia. Qften when people were disowned for violating plain-
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ness in speech or dress they had violated several Quaker testimonies, and
plainness was listed as a symptom of a person’s total falling away from the
faith. It is important, however, not to assume a uniformity in either the prac
tice or the discipline of plainness, even within a given monthly meeting.
The ideal of a plain style could not have endured for nearly two hun
dred years unless it met the needs of Friends dedicated to preserving their
community in the midst of a general society that was either apathetic or hos
tile. In essence, Philadelphia Friends acted as though the authority of the
meeting were invested equally in silent meetings and plainness. To deny the
need for distinctive dress or speech seemed to attack the very foundation of
meeting, even the claim that God could he experienced in silence. Not recog
nizing the changes that had occurred at the end of the seventeenth century in
legalizing the plain style, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Friends saw an
attack on any of the distinctive customs as undermining all the legacy of
George Fox, William Penn, Robert Barclay, and other pillars of the faith.
These men had proclaimed that mortification was a necessary good and that
changing fashions were a sign of vanity. So even if to outsiders plainness in
speech seemed an affectation, maintaining it was important to sustain a
Quaker culture in Great Britain and America. Even on the street, a Friend
should be always able to recognize a fellow Quaker.

Undermining Plainness
Qn both sides of the Atlantic, rethinking and eventually reinterpreting the
meaning of or jettisoning the practice of the plain style came during the
mid-nineteenth century as part of a new evangelical synthesis of Quaker faith
and practice. In America evangelicalism is associated with the revivalism that
stimulated the growth of Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians. The pri
mary mechanism of evangelicalism was the revival, but revivalism became
influential among southern, western, and midwestern Friends only after the
Civil War and never became normative for evangelical silent-meeting Friends
on the east coast of America and in Great Britain.
Evangelicalism was a reaction against the rationalism of the eighteenth
century, which had ushered in deism, a religious perspective that responded
to the emotionalism of the French Revolution by downplaying mystical ex
perience. For evangelical Christians and their Quaker allies, the necessity of a
personal, emotional experience of Jesus—conversion—defined the essence
of the faith. They also insisted that salvation required emphasizing the out
ward authority of the Bible and the atoning death of Christ. Evangelicals
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placed a strong emphasis on good works, forming societies to end slavery,
promote temperance, and educate the poor in Sunday schools and the mid
dle classes in public schools and colleges.
An evangelical emphasis appeared among English and Irish Friends at
the end of the eighteenth century. The first Quakers on both sides of the At
lantic who became evangelicals tended to be well educated, prosperous, and
activists for reforms such as asylums and penitentiaries. In their reading of
Quaker history, they claimed to have discovered that the founders were evan
gelicals. Hence in their ministry and writings they sought to return Quak
erism to its roots. They preserved the silent meeting and the plain style of life
but stressed the outward work of Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection as the
means to salvation.
Seeing the dangers from Enlightenment rationalism (and later of Unitarianism), the evangelicals sought to root out heresy among Quakers by
promoting education and Bible reading. As traveling ministers, they propa
gated evangelical Quakerism along the eastern seaboard of America as well
as in new meetings in Ohio and Indiana (Figure 2.1). American Quaker evan
gelicals were noted for their activism and cooperation with other Protestants
in a wide variety of benevolent associations.
With the confidence of reformers who are certain they possess truth,
the evangelicals sought to impose their definition of Quakerism on quietist
and mystical Friends who had traditionally opposed theological learning—
“head knowledge,” they called it—which reduced the reliance on direct expe
rience of God. For these country Friends, convincement (conversion) was a
slow process fostered by the submissive or tender spirit engendered by the
plain style of life. They emphasized the presence of an Inward Christ more
than the historical Jesus, and they believed in a gradual purging of self-will
rather than forensic salvation. For quietists, the self-denial that occurred by
dressing in Quaker drab facilitated an inward tenderness. They remained
suspicious of cooperation with non-Quakers in organizations to do good,
eschewing Bible, tract, and temperance societies. Friends, the opponents of
evangelicalism insisted, should resist becoming like Presbyterians.
By 1830 evangelicalism had replaced quietism as the dominant theme in
British Quakerism—a process that occurred with some friction but without
a major schism. In America, however, the evangelicals’ attempts to reform
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting brought such deep animosity that in 1827 a ma
jor schism occurred between the Qrthodox (evangelicals and quietists) and
the Hicksites (a mixture of rationalists and quietists united primarily in their
determination to resist the Orthodox).3® Proponents of each group then
managed to spread the schism throughout most of the United States.
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Figure 2.1. Traveling ministers at Indiana Yearly Meeting, 1899. Courtesy Friends
Historical Library, Swarthmore College. From left to right, as noted in the original
caption, Wm. Foulke, Alvan Shoemaker, Jos. Scoffield, M. Walton, R. Wilson, I.
Wilson, J. J. Cornell, S. Cornell, Edward Coale. The minutes of the meeting, held in
Fall Creek Meeting House, included minutes of unity from Margaretta Walton
(Pennsylvania), Edward Coale (Illinois), John J. and Eliza Cornell (Baltimore), and
Ruth C. and Isaac Wilson (Ontario).

The significance of the spread of evangelicalism to the plain style is
threefold. First, in Britain evangelicalism brought an official repudiation of
the plain style by the 1860s, though in practice it had occurred years before.
Plainness seems to have disappeared in the American midwest at just about
the same period. After the Civil War, Indiana and Ohio meetings no longer
disciplined for violations of the plain style. Second, in the Delaware River
Valley, the schism delayed the repudiation of the plain style as Hicksite and
Orthodox each tried to prove that only they maintained true Quakerism.
The schism effectively postponed by at least thirty years the official ending
of plainness by the Hicksites, and it was not repudiated in the Orthodox
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discipline until the twentieth century. Third, the evangelical repudiation
of plainness brought a new emphasis on moderation in Quaker material
culture called “simplicity,” which would be continued by liberals in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
During the i86os London Yearly Meeting stopped disowning for mar
riage out of unity, allowed gravestones and wearing mourning, and repudi
ated negative attitudes toward art, music, and literature. “Thee” and “thou”
speech, affirmations instead of oaths, and plain dress were no longer mandatory.37 Pacifism was the one element of plainness that was publicly main
tained, although in the privacy of homes some Friends continued to use
thee/thou speech. In the place of plainness would come new testimonies on
strict observance of the sabbath, temperance, and missionary outreach to
the poor at home and heathens abroad. The meetings still warned against
superfluity in dress and furniture, but the key element would be an elastic
definition of moderation and usefulness.
British Friends repudiated nearly two hundred years of Quaker tradi
tion of plainness because they concluded that the testimonies were jeopar
dizing the survival of the Society of Friends. Many Quaker children were
disowned for violations, and restrictions about plainness created barriers
for new recruits. If present trends continued, the Society of Friends seemed
destined to dwindle into numerical insignificance. Equally important, evan
gelicals found it difficult to defend the plain style as a product of divine reve
lation or to insist that only Friends understood the Bible correctly. Instead,
British Quakers looked critically at the founders of their faith, trying to
separate the chaff from the kernel of their message. And they concluded that
Fox, Barclay, and Penn were often wrong; they had undervalued the historic
Jesus and the Bible and placed too much stress on the Inward Light,
thee/thou speech, plain dress, and refusal to take oaths. These and the antiintellectualism of early Friends were chaff, but silent meetings and evangeli
calism were the kernels that needed to be preserved.
Rather than seeing Friends as a “peculiar” people set apart, British
Quakers sought to work along with other Protestants in proclaiming Christ
crucified, particularly to the unchurched working classes who might be in
clined to various kinds of social radicalism. The influence of prominent
Quakers, including Joseph Sturge—an industrialist, abolitionist, philan
thropist, and peace worker—persuaded London Yearly Meeting of the need
for a new emphasis. Sturge promoted adult schools with Bible readings,
hymns, and evangelical sermons for his factory workers and the unchurched
poor. New members coming out these schools halted the numerical decline
while bringing slow growth to British Quakerism.
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Reformers did not abandon what they saw as the valuable elements of
the plain style; instead, they sought to make the testimony relevant by stress
ing only part of its earlier meaning, moderation and utility. Bowing to fash
ion was still deemed wrong, as it came from a spirit of vanity. Late
nineteenth-century tracts published in London and Philadelphia argued that
young women wearing too frivolous dress would appeal to the wrong sort of
men and might be seduced into prostitution. Quaker ladies, whose class
would protect them from such contacts, should dress so as to provide an ex
ample for working-class girls.Quaker dress should reflect the “means of
the wearer” because “simplicity is not a contradiction of good taste.” Friends
should resist the “self-interest” of dressmakers who, while acting as “our ser
vants,” added fashionable excess as a means of increasing cost. Thrift was a
sign of moderation, which defined a good wife; purchasing costly furniture
was a sign of her excesses, which might lead to a husband’s bankruptcy. Vic
torian plainness meant that Friends should practice “Simplicity, Moderation,
and Self-Denial,” remembering that Christianity required mortification of
the will.39
In the post-Civil War period evangelical Friends in the American mid
west repudiated both the plain style of life and traditional forms of silent
worship. Instead, they embraced revivalism. Traveling evangelists—and by
the 1890s paid ministers—conducted worship services including sermons,
readings from Scripture, pastoral prayers, hymns, altar calls, personal testi
monies, and choirs.^o Like other evangelicals who became part of the holi
ness movement of the late nineteenth century. Friends who participated in
what was now called “programmed” worship interpreted the Bible literally
and strongly opposed what they saw as the corruption of the organized
churches and the worldliness of too many Protestants. Floliness Quakers jet
tisoned many distinctive teachings of early Quakers: the Inward Light or
Seed of God and plain language and dress. These testimonies stood as bar
riers to revivals. Instead, they made an instantaneous conversion experience
necessary for church membership, advocated temperance and missionary
activities at home and abroad, and opposed card playing, novel reading,
makeup, and fashionable dress for women. In their buildings, which they
called churches rather than meeting houses, they added steeples and stained
glass. The interiors of such Friends churches resembled other Protestant
churches, with pulpits, altars, choir lofts, pianos, and organs. The plain style
now meant that Quaker conduct and appearance were like that of other Ho
liness Protestants. The holiness-revival emphasis brought rapid growth to
the Quaker population and meant that the numerical center of American
Friends shifted from the east coast to the midwest and far west.
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However, a few Friends living in Ohio, Kansas, New England, and Iowa
wished to continue to combine moderate evangelicalism with silent meet
ings and the plain style. The result was another series of schisms by groups
called Conservative Friends. These Conservative Friends, who lived in rural
areas, managed to preserve distinctive language and clothing into the twen
tieth century. But while they successfully maintained elements of a Quaker
culture including quietist theology, eventually even they succumbed to
machine-made clothing and store-bought furniture.
East coast Friends responded variously to increased questioning of the
value of plainness. Before the Civil War a small group of self-named Progres
sive Friends centered at Kennett Square, Pennsylvania (and with adherents in
New York and Ohio) had formed meetings opposing Quaker discipline and
espousing individualism in religion and social reform.^ The dress reform of
most interest to Progressive Friends was not plainness but the right of
women to wear bloomers. Photographs of pre-Civil War Pennsylvania Pro
gressive Friends show no distinctive dress.
By the mid-nineteenth century Hicksite meetings began dropping
plainness altogether. Genesee Yearly Meeting in upstate New York in 1842 al
lowed a Quaker and non-Quaker to marry, so long as it was done in the
manner of Friends. Plainness was defended as rejecting “vain fashions” in
the interest of “decency, simplicity, and utility.” In New York Hicksite Yearly
Meeting, as in London, the crucial debate on plainness originated in a dis
pute over whether Friends should now allow tombstones in Quaker cemeter
ies. This innovation was permitted in 1859.^2
Soon after the 1827 schism Philadelphia Hicksites had accepted diversity
in plainness, making no effort to control dress but exhorting members to ob
serve moderation in all outward possessions.^^ Elderly Friends and ministers,
however, tended to preserve traditional dress. Lucretia Mott, for example,
dressed plainly with a bonnet, shawl, and dark-colored gown, yet she became
a strong advocate for easing the discipline, had social connections with Pro
gressive Friends and Unitarians, and worked alongside non-Friends for abo
lition and women’s suffrage. She advocated better Quaker schools, helped
found Swarthmore College, and demonstrated her modernity by supporting
the Philadelphia College of Art.
By the i86os there are photographs of ceremonial occasions—such as a
gathering at Race Street Meeting House in 1865 and the opening of Swarth
more College in 1869—which for the first time allow accurate views of the
way most Friends dressed. Their clothes can be described as Victorian Quaker;
that is, no man is dressed in eighteenth-century knee breeches or a broadbrimmed or cocked hat; some men wear caps and others stovepipe hats; and
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most have heavy coats, with or without collars. It is difficult to be certain, but
coats with collars seem more prevalent than those without. A few of the
older women, like Lucretia Mott, wear a distinctive plain dress, but younger
women appear very fashionable. The women have shawls or scarves and
several styles of bonnets; some of the dresses have ruffles and other signs of
ornamentation, but there is no jewelry. Photographs do not show color; but
it appears that plainness was established less by the cut of garments than by
wearing drab—olive or brown. The early graduates of coeducational Swarthmore College are pictured wearing fashionable but dark-colored clothing.
When the Hicksite Friends General Conference was organized in 1902, pic
tures of the gathering show that, except for a couple of elderly women, any
distinct Quaker garb had disappeared.^^
Swarthmore in its early years was both boarding school and college. The
rules of the college on dress seem designed for the young: “Parents send
ing their children to Swarthmore are earnestly desired to aid the Faculty
in controlling the growing tendency to extravagance and display. Although
no form of dress is prescribed for either sex, such plain attire as is appro
priate to school life is especially recommended; expensive materials and un
necessary trimmings are discouraged, and ear-rings, bracelets and necklaces
prohibited.”45 xhis advice should be contrasted with Orthodox Westtown
School, where parents were told that garments insufficiently plain would be
altered.
Meeting houses and Swarthmore College buildings are another indica
tion of the late nineteenth-century Quaker aesthetic. The original main
building at Swarthmore had a very austere fa9ade with a mansard roof, but
after it burned in 1881 Parrish Hall was rebuilt with an elegant Second Em
pire convex hipped mansard roof, dome, and classical revival porch.^® By
contrast, the college’s meeting house (ca. 1879) had no ornamentation inside
or out and, unlike late eighteenth-century meetings, it has no separate en
trances or interior partitions to separate men and women.
The Hicksite branch of Philadelphia Quakerism officially ended en
dorsement of eighteenth-century definitions of the plain style only when
they revised their Book of Discipline in 1896. The main body of Hicksites
managed to accept theological diversity between quietists and rationalists—
some of whom identified with the Transcendentalists. These Friends began
using the terms “Inner Light” or “Inward Light” in an effort to assert that
Fox’s “that of God in every man” recognized the inherit nobility of all peo
ples. Traditionalist quietists thwarted attempts by liberals to end disownment for marriage out of unity for nearly fifty years, even though nearly
40 percent of marriages were to non-Friends.
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The conclusions seem clear. By 1900, for Hicksite Friends, outward
manifestations of the plain style survived mainly in meeting houses. Neither
speech, dress, furniture, nor houses remained distinctive. Friends still de
plored excess and wanted moderation and simplicity, but the peace testi
mony was the only clearly defined surviving facet of eighteenth-century
plainness. Pacifism meant that Friends would not serve in wars. Rather, they
would work in the general society to create conditions to foster peace. Be
cause the twentieth century was filled with wars, pacifism has remained a
central focus, even though during two world wars most eligible Quaker
young men served in the military.
For Orthodox Friends, the story of the decline of plainness is more com
plex. At the time of the 1827 schism the Orthodox, who made up about onethird of the members, were an amalgam of quietists and evangelicals, both of
whom distrusted Hicksites. When later schisms in New England and Ohio be
tween quietists and evangelicals threatened to spread, Philadelphia Orthodox
Friends cut off formal contacts with all other Friends as the price of maintain
ing internal unity. The quietists (also called Conservative or Wilburite), who
may have been a majority, succeeded in maintaining—virtually unchanged—
all the testimonies on plainness until after 1900. These Conservative Friends
kept to the plain style of dress and speech, refused to read novels and plays,
disowned for marriage out of unity, and distrusted higher education.^^ The
Conservative Friends lived in the country or had only recently moved to the
city, and they identified the traditional ways with authentic Quakerism. So
long as they occupied a significant role within the yearly meeting, no changes
could be made.
The Evangelicals, unable to control the yearly meeting, instead created
Quaker benevolent associations, including Bible and tract societies. Believ
ing that intellect should be used in all facets of life, including religion, they
supported Haverford College for men and, after 1885, Bryn Mawr College for
women, each with architecture that reflected the tension between “stylish”
and “plain.” Pictures of the graduating classes at Haverford show that for
men plain dress had disappeared by 1859. (The main variable was the tie,
which went from bow to long in 1871 and back to bow by 1895.) The colleges
gradually broke away from other restrictions, allowing singing, reading nov
els, and participating in plays (which were called “charades” in an unsuccess
ful effort to avoid criticism). At Haverford literary societies rather than the
college had purchased poetry and novels; in 1887 these books became part of
the college library.^s Paintings of presidents and distinguished professors
hung on walls.^^ Haverford had a newspaper, YMCA, social clubs, and inter
collegiate sports, even competing in football against Hicksite Swarthmore.
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Until the mid-twentieth century, there lingered in Quaker colleges a distrust
of the arts as not really worthy of academic study, hut this had more to do
with valuing science and book learning than with adherence to the plain
style.

Modernism and the Simple Life
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Orthodox officially repudiated the plain style
only after the rise of modernism or liberalism, associated in America with
Haverford professor Rufus Jones (1863-1948). Jones rejected both evangeli
calism and quietism as distortions of early Quakerism. He also opposed any
legalistic codes of conduct. Like other Quaker liberals on both sides of the
Atlantic, Jones argued that the evangelicals’ literal interpretation of the Bible
and dogma substituted manmade words for true spirituality. Historical
events, he explained, had shaped both the Bible and Christian dogma, and a
crucial task was to treat the words in creeds as symbols pointing to a deeper
reality, that man at his highest place can meet God. Neither quietists who de
nied that thought could lead to God nor evangelicals who made God too
transcendent had understood that the “spirit of man is a candle of the
Lord.”5o As a result, Jones believed, Quakerism had ossified and needed to be
liberated by a restoration of the original vision of George Fox. For Jones, Fox
was a mystic who had overcome Puritan pessimism with a biblically based
positive view that all could experience God. Such experience could become
the foundation of a far-reaching transformation of society.
Modernists saw God as immanent in creation. Friends needed to eman
cipate themselves from the rigidity of a plain style that opposed beauty in or
der to learn to appreciate God in nature, music, and painting. Goethe, Bach,
Beethoven, Rembrandt, Michelangelo—all the fine arts—should be appreci
ated as symbols of humans reaching for God. A mother’s love for her child
was similar to God’s love for humanity manifested in Jesus Christ. The best
of human culture showed the handiwork of God. Friends would continue to
use silent meetings as their form of worship, but they now could appreciate
all forms of creativity—even non-Christian religions—as vehicles by which
God could communicate his love for all. For Jones, plainness was sectarian,
legalistic, dualistic, and devaluing of nature. Simplicity was the opposite, in
fact, a “quality of the soul,” “a joyous companionship with God.”®'
Amelia Gummere’s 1901 book The Quaker: A Study of Costume can be
read as a liberal manifesto against the plain style, an announcement that
plain dress was now a relic to be studied as history. Gummere claimed to
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bring “higher criticism” to the study of plainness in an effort to show that
Quaker costume had evolved over time according to the dictates of fashion.^^
She maintained that there was no one specific Quaker dress sanctioned by
years of experience. Instead, Quakers had followed popular dress, only
slightly behind, so that they always looked odd. The meetings’ legalistic ef
forts to dictate correct dress had destroyed the true spirit of Quakerism.
What needed to be restored was Fox’s original vision of “a simple, un
adorned costume of the men of his generation.” On the title page, Gummere
quoted Penn: “the more simple and plain they (clothes) are, the better.”
Her implied conclusion was clear: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting quietists, by
insisting on distinctive drab clothes, had distorted Fox and Penn’s original
vision of simplicity in dress, had substituted a legalism, and had misunder
stood the evolution of Quaker costume.^^ Modern dress was simple.
By the 1920s the two Philadelphia Yearly Meetings embraced theological
modernism and their growing similarity helped enable them to unite in 1955.
Friends came to resemble other white Protestant middle- and upper-class
eastern Americans, and it became increasingly impossible to find any dis
tinctive Quaker material culture. Friends dressed, talked, and lived like other
Americans, with some living in elegant fashionable houses and others fol
lowing what they referred to as uncluttered lives.S'' The Discipline, now re
named Faith and Practice, relies on persuasion rather than authority's
Members who have no contact with meeting or whose actions contradicted
Quaker values can be asked if they wish to continue to be Friends; if no an
swer is received, such people can be dropped from membership. It is not un
common for people to resign from Friends or to be removed because of lack
of contact, but disownments are rare.
Plainness dissolved into the more amorphous concept of simplicity.
The 1961 Philadelphia Yearly Meeting statement on simplicity incorporated
elements of the older testimony:
Friends are watchful to keep themselves free from self-indulgent habits, luxurious
ways of living and the bondage of fashion
Undue luxury often creates a false sense
of superiority, causes unnecessary burdens upon both ourselves and others and leads
to the neglect of the spiritual life. By observing and encouraging simple tastes in ap
parel, furniture, buildings and manner of living, we help to do away with rivalry and
we learn to value self-denial.
But this does not mean that life is to be poor and bare, destitute of joy and
beauty. All that promotes fullness of life and aids in service for Christ is to be ac
cepted with thanksgiving. Simplicity, when it removes encumbering details, makes
for beauty in music, in art and living.ss
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Here simplicity is like “sincerity,” removing “sham and artificiality” and
facilitating “rectitude of speech” and avoiding “flattering titles.” Clearly there
are elements of the earlier testimonies implied, but the tone is new. Plainness
as social justice, as mortification, as a boundary that distinguishes Friends is
muted. Legalism is gone. There is no equation of Christianity with mourn
fulness and sobriety. Instead, a life “centered in God” now brings “gladness,”
“eases tensions,” reduces “clutter,” and does not require “conformity to uni
form standard.”
The 1997 Philadelphia Yearly Meeting statement dropped the section
heading “Simplicity” and replaced it with “Stewardship,” “Right Sharing,”
and “Walking Gently over the Earth.” Friends were asked to consider whether
their lifestyle was a seedbed for war, economic inequality, and destruction of
the environment: “Voluntary simplicity in living and restraint in procreation
hold the promise of ecological redemption and spiritual renewal.”^^ “Sim
plicity” again linked with “integrity” appeared in the section of queries and
by itself as the subject of sixteen quotations from George Fox, William Penn,
John Woolman, Rufiis Jones, and others using all the definitions of sim
plicity described here. It has become “an appreciation of all that is helpful
towards living as children of the living God.” Simplicity has become a basic
ethical orientation involving right attitudes to dress, speech, furniture, gam
bling, alcohol, addictive drugs, family planning, moderation, voluntary
poverty, generous giving, and social responsibility. Simplicity can now en
compass all Quaker attitudes toward material culture and social responsi
bility, stretching from the seventeenth century to the present day. The
expansiveness in the concept of simplicity echoes the variety in lifestyle of
modern Quakers. The unanswerable question is, “Has the vagueness in the
modern quest of‘simplicity’ compensated for a loss of sobriety and mortifi
cation required by earlier formulations of Quaker plain style?” In repudiat
ing a moralistic legalism. Friends made the individual the judge of simplicity.
Quaker attitudes toward material culture began with the earliest de
nunciation of superfluity and fashion and became during the 1680s an allencompassing plain style that affected speech, dress, marriage, and family
life. For the next two hundred years, plainness served as a hedge that kept
Friends enclosed and the world out. Yet even while they condemned the
world’s fashions, Quaker dress and architecture reflected outside influences.
By the mid-nineteenth century evangelicalism undermined the rationale for
plainness in Britain and the American midwest. Change came more slowly to
Philadelphia Friends, with official repudiation of plainness coming to the
Hicksites in the 1890s and to the Orthodox not until after World War I, even
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though the practice had changed years earlier. Simplicity became the new
norm for the Quaker aesthetic. Simplicity allowed Friends to dress, talk, and
build houses like their neighbors while cautioning against undue emphasis
on material objects.
During the three hundred fifty years of Quaker life plainness has had a
variety of meanings, and the practice of Friends has been shaped by geogra
phy and era, class and politics, the Bible and theology, conflicts and personali
ties. For Fox, Penn, and Woolman the testimony condemning superfluity
and endorsing plainness required obedience to God; modern Quakers agree.
The difference is that early Friends knew with certainty the lifestyle God de
manded; modern Quakers find truth neither so plain nor simple.
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sidering the prominence of the “Plain Style” to Puritans, it is surprising that Friends
did not employ the terminology earlier. Meredith Weddle, Walking in the Way of
Peace: Quaker Pacifism in the Seventeenth Century (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2001), 223; Perry Miller, The New England Mind: The Seventeenth Century
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), chap. 12.
3. Separating plainness from simplicity is no easy task because dictionaries use
each word to define the other. Yet Milton in his prose works described “the simplicity
and plainness of Christianity,” showing that there was a distinction. And the terms
changed meaning over time. The negative of plainness was ugliness; of simplicity was
simple or foolish. To liberals of the twentieth century, plainness had connotations of
legalism, sectarianism, and mortification, whereas simplicity was natural, unaffected,
and uncluttered. Laurence Sterne and Harold Kollmeier, eds. A Concordance to the
English Prose ofJohn Milton (Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and
Studies, 1985).
4. The Bible contains many references to rich apparel. Sometimes it is used
negatively, as in Luke’s story contrasting Lazarus and Dives; elsewhere fine clothing is
used as a symbol of the prosperity for those who follow the Lord. In Proverbs 30: 32 a
good wife clothes her husband with wool and fine linen; in Isaiah 23; 18 after the eschaton. Tyre will supply “abundant food and fine clothing for those who dwell before
the Lord.” Ezekiel 16: 8-16 has God make Israel beautiful by bestowing on her silks,
ornaments, bracelets, rings, and earrings.
5. Anna Bryson, From Courtesy to Civility: Changing Codes of Conduct in Early
Modern England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 212-21, contains a discussion of the
similarity of Puritan and Quaker critiques of civility and manners.
6. Peter Zagoran, The Court and the Country: The Beginnings of the English
Revolution (New York: Atheneum, 1970).
7. Journal of George Fox, ed. John L. NickaUs (London: Religious Society of
Friends, 1975), 169, 205. Fox’s 1655 epistle bases his condemnation of colored ribbons,
gold, and powdered hair on the Bible. The 1655 epistle is more specific than all of the
other thirty-four references to plain dress listed in Lewis Benson’s index to the writ
ings of George Fox. Copies of this index are at various Quaker libraries. About the
only specific fashion that can be identified from Fox is what we would call a ponytail,
which Fox described as “children hair tied up, (like horse-manes with ribands,) like
horse-tails.” George Fox, “The Serious People’s Reasoning and Speech, with the
World’s Teachers and Professors,” Doctrinals, Book I, The Works of George Fox (Phila
delphia, 1831), 4:198.
8. Fox, Epistles, Book I, Works, 7:140. Qn the use of vain fashion, see Works, 4:
211; 7: 96,168, 253, 284,300,328; 8: 85.
9. Amelia Mott Gummere, The Quaker: A Study in Gostume (Philadelphia: Fer-
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ris and Leach, 1901), 125-26,133; Bonnelyn Young Kunze, Margaret Fell and the Rise of

Quaiterism (Stanford, Calif.; Stanford University Press, 1994), 6910. lohn Spurr, England in the 1670s: “This Masquerading Age” (London: Blackwell, 2000), chap. 4-
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11. Before 1680 Friends began building galleries (a raised space) at the front o
meeting houses for ministers. They also had men and women sitting separately
12. Robert Barclay, Apology for the True Christian Divinity, 13th ed. (Manchester:
Irwin, 1869), Proposition XV. There were twenty editions before 1800.
13 The best study of this period remains William Braithwaite, The Second Period of Quakerism (1919; rev. ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, i96i)^This
should be supplemented by Richard Vann, The Social Development of English Quak
erism, 1655-1755 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1955)14. William Penn, No Cross, No Crown (London; Andrew Solle, 1669), preface,
n.p., chap. 3. This heading of the chapter is all in italics.
15. Penn, No Cross, No Crown, 20, 32, 44, 50. There are incidental references
to plainness. Adam and Eve had “primitive Innocence by modest plainness” (19);
Jesus was a man of “great plainness” in dress (22); a desired life is “humble, plain,
meek, holy Self-denying and exemplary” (53). Nowhere does Penn discuss a plain
style of life.
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16. Penn, Some Fruits of Solitude (London: Thomas Northcott, 1693), #72,140,
528; Penn, More Fruits of Solitude (London: T. Sowle, 1702), #155> 164. NeRher Fox nor
Barclay uses the word simplicity. According to the QED, 2829, simplicity in this period
meant “Freedom from artifice, deceit or duplicity, sincerity, straight-forwardness,
also absence of affectation or artificiality; plainness, artlessness, naturalness.”
17. Penn, “Fruits of a Father’s Love,” reprinted in The Peace of Europe, The Fruits
of Solitude and Other Writings, ed. Edwin Bronner (Rutland, Vt.; Tuttle, 199^ 92> 96,
115.1 believe that Penn is reflecting what had become by 1700 normal Quaker usage
for plainness.
18. Barclay, Apology, Proposition 15, p. VI, 326; p. VII, 337.
19. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Epistle, 1691. In the 1719 PYM Discipline, plain
ness is listed in both index and text as a descriptive term: “Such as do not keep them
selves or their Children to moderation and plainness in gesture, speech, apparel, and
ftirniture of Houses.” PYM, Discipline (1719), 8. Friends Historical Library (FHL),
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.
20. Nicholas Morgan, Lancashire Quakers and the Establishment, 1660-1730
(Halifax, Eng.; Ryburn Academic, 1993) shows that enforcing a rigorous discipline
helped strengthen Lancashire Quakers. Unfortunately we do not have a comparable
study of Irish Quakers in this period. Isabel Grubb, Quakers in Ireland, 1654-1900
(London: Swarthmore Press, 1911), 83-85 and Maurice Wigham, The Irish Quakers: A
Short History of the Religious Society of Eriends in Ireland (Dublin: Historical Com
mittee of the Society of Friends in Ireland, 1992), 35> do not provide dates so that one
can determine the origins of practices.
21. Braithwaite, Second Period of Quakerism, 505-10; Leanna Lee-Whitman,
“Silks and Simplicity; A Study of Quaker Dress as Depicted in Portraits, 1718-1855.
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Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1987,10-11; Gummere, The Quaker: A
Study in Costume, 141,153.
22. Fell quoted in Braithwaite, Second Period of Quakerism, 519.
23. London Yearly Meeting, Rules of Discipline (London: Darton and Harvey,
1834), 207. There are eight pages of quotations of epistles on plainness, two-thirds
dated before 1800. The word “simplicity” is often used as in “simplicity of heart” or
“simplicity of truth” and sometimes linked with plainness as “plainness and sim
plicity of truth.” Here plainness is not the same as simplicity, though clearly the two
are linked. My guess is that for Quakers a plain style had a religious connotation of
mortification while simplicity involved being unaffected and both terms merged as
straightforward.
24. Richard Vann, The Social Development of English Quakerism (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969), 78.
25. J. William Frost, The Quaker Family in Colonial America (New York: St. Mar
tin’s Press, 1973), chap. 4. Barry Levy, Quakers and the American Family (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1988), 58-61, uses the term “holy conversion” to refer to the
plain style. The document considered the first discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meet
ing, drawn up in 1704, was specifically addressed to youth. This document condemns
“needless and wastfull fashions” and “all Extravagancy in Collour and Fashion” and
advocates “modest apparel,” “Modesty and sobriety,” and “decent plainness.” PYM,
Discipline (1704), 8,9,13-14, FHL.
26. Friends much earlier had a conception of membership. For example, the
1719 Philadelphia Discipline exhorted “all Friends that are or would be accounted
members of these Meeting,” 4. The decisions of London and Philadelphia were
designed to see who was eligible for charity. It was not until the nineteenth century
that Friends began to debate whether “birthright” membership was theologically
sound.
27. Lee-Whitman, “Silks and Simplicity,” 47, 56, 74,106, finds few distinguishing
features in Quaker dress. She argues that drab colors did not become uniform until
after the American Revolution. She finds Friends wearing bright colors and even jew
elry in Quaker portraits. Although a testimony against portraits was never included
in the discipline, many of the strictest Friends before 1800 refused to have their pic
tures painted. Lee-Whitman confirms Gummere’s judgment that Friends followed
fashion and there was no one kind of Quaker costume. The Quaker: A Study in Cos
tume, 15,183-84.
28. Erin BeU, “Quakers and Popular Culture in Durham, 1660-1725,” paper de
livered at Conference on Popular Culture and Religion, University of Northumbria at
Newcastle, July 13, 2001. Bell raises the interesting subject that part of discipline was
gender specific and meetings were somewhat more tolerant of male than female
drunkenness.
29. London Yearly Meeting, Rules of Discipline, heading “Plainness,” 1743.
30. Frost, Quaker Family, 59. Ann Cooper Whitall’s diary has a litany of com
plaints about the difficulty of enforcing discipline, Whitall diary, October 24,1760,
p. 52. Mss, Quaker Collection, Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania.
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31. Isaac Norris I in 1708 used this defense to an Irish Quaker; Norris quoted in
Lee-Whitman, *^*Silks and Simplicity, 14mi
^
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32 Frederick B. Tolies, Meeting House and Counting House: The Quaker Me chants of Colonial Philadelphia, 1682-1763 (Chapel Hill: Univers^lty of North Carolina

Press for Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1948), chap. 6.
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ed.142.
Elaine Crane Boston: Northeast
ern University Press 1991), 2: 891, 901; Samuel Wetherill, An Apology for the Religious
Sockty Called Free Quakers (Philadelphia: Folwell, 1798?). Charles Wetherill, History
of thiFree Quakers (Philadelphia: Free Quaker Society, 1894), 22; James lenkins.
Lords and Recollections, ed. J. William Frost (New York: Mellon
3S lack D. Marietta, The Reformation of American Quakerism, 1748 1783 (Phila
delphia:' University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984), 64. Marietta donated copies of h^
composite printouts of all cases of discipline to Haverford and Swarthmore Colleges.
^36. H Larry Ingle, Quakers in Conflict: The Hicksite Reformation (Knoxville.
University of Tennessee Press, 1986) is the standard account.
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37. Elizabeth Isichei, Victorian Quakers (Qxford: Qxford University Press, 1970),
'’“'’'38, lotiah heed., Simplidv of Anire. A, R,l.«A ,o ,He Promotion ./Soriol
Puritv trd ed (Philadelphia: printed for the author, 1886), 6, Helen Balk
,
On dLs, Viewed in Connection with the Society of Friends (Philadelphia: W.H. Pile,
1873) 6 This tract was first printed in the London Friends Quarterly
„
’39. London’s 1834 Rules of Discipline had linked “Plainness and Moderation ;
the 1861 Discipline was an “Exhortation of Christian Simplicity, Moderation, and
Self-Demdhomas

Transformation of American Quakerism, 1800-1907

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), chaps. 4,5-

.
f
41. fIw of the Progressive Friends in Pennsylvania were actuaUy members of
Quaker meetings; by contrast. Progressive Friends in New York and Ohio remaine
Quakers Albert J. Wahl, “The Congregational or Progressive Friends in the Pre-Civil
War Reform Movement,” Ed.D. dissertation. Temple University, 1951, is the standar
source We need a history of the entire American Progressive Friends movement
42. Genesee Yearly Meeting, Discipline (1842), 36, 38; New York Yearly Mee mg,
DiscMne (1859), 66, 115; Marion Dobbert, “Friends at Clear Creek: Education and
Change 1830-1930,” Ph.D. dissertation. University of Wisconsin, 1973. UL H9 81,200.
43 hL-Whitman, “Silks and Simplicity,” 102,110, using a limited sample, dis^
covered no disownments over plainness by either Hicksite or Orthodox in
period
1840-1850 She also discovered no differences in the dress of the two groups m portLTts See lo Anne Ayer Verplanck, “Facing Philadelphia: The Social Function of
Silhouettes, Miniatures, and Daguerreotypes, 1760-1860,” Ph.D. dissertation, CoUege
of WiUiam and Mary, 1996, chap. 2. Verplanck found an unwritten code against
miniatures that did not apply to silhouettes or, after 1839, to daguerreotypes.
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44. Photographs, Picture file, FHL.
45. Minutes of the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of Swarthmore Col
lege . . . 1869 (Philadelphia: Merrihew and Son, 1870). Swarthmore offered literature

courses in 1875, allowed a piano in 1888, and there were plays and dances before 1900.
Richard J. Walton, Swarthmore College: An Informal History (Swarthmore, Pa.:
Swarthmore College, 1986), 9,14.
46. Non-Quaker Vassar’s main building, dating from the same time, was a copy
of the TuUeries Palace in France and is considerably more ornate than the 1869 Par
rish Hall, but not than the rebuilt structure. The earlier Parrish was designed by
Quaker architect Addison Hutton, who also designed buildings at Haverford and
Bryn Mawr. The rebuilt Parrish was designed by Sloane and Balderston. Thanks to
Susanna Morikawa for this information.
47. Westtown School as late as 1910 refused to teach Shakespeare or to allow stu
dents to read magazines or newspapers. Until after World War I music and drama
were allowed only under “devious and unacknowledged disguises.” There was no pi
ano. The dress code allowed no jewelry, no silk dresses, and no frivolous ribbons. Yet
an 1899 alumni gathering picture shows women wearing fashionable attire and flow
ered bats. Helen Hole, Westtown Through the Years, 1799-1942 (Westtown, Pa.: Westtown Alumni Association, 1942), 290-92, 329. Quietist Friends had no pictures in
their homes, forbade novels, continued to use the plain style of speech, and disdained
“thinking” in meeting for worship. When Rufus Jones attended Haverford College in
1882-1885, he obtained on his own a copy of George Eliot’s novels because the library
did not have them. David Hinshaw, Rufus Jones: Master Quaker (New York: Putnam,
1951), 102; Rufus Jones, The Trail of Life in College (New York: Macmillan, 1929), 59,85,
109-15.
48. Haverford Alumni Association, A History of Haverford College for the First
Sixty Years ofIts Existence (Philadelphia: n. p., 1892), 603,605-6,619,650-51. The book
concludes that the restrictions that “hedged in the old generations of Haverfordians
have largely passed away.” The “peculiarities” of Friends in language and dress “have
largely departed,” but the influence of Quakerism and required attendance at meet
ing remained.
49. It may be that the introduction of photography and Quakers’ interest in this
new form sounded the death knell to Quaker resistance to pictorial representation. I
am grateful to Diana Peterson, Manuscripts and Photography Cataloguer at Haver
ford College, for this suggestion. See also Verplanck, “Facing Philadelphia,” 184-86.
50. Jones, The Trail of Life, 69.
51. Rufus Jones, Quakerism and the Simple Life (London: Headley, 1906), 10,19,
23. Dress and speech were minor parts of simplicity. Simplicity in dress meant one
should look well, not slovenly, and keep the importance of dress in proportion and
subordination. Simplicity in language was against exaggeration and duplicity; there
should be no withdrawal because a “Religion of simplicity creates no lines of divi
sion.” Any business conducted in the right spirit evinced simplicity. Rufus Jones, A
Simple Religion (Malton, Eng.: Taylor, 1905), 10.
52. Gummere, The Quaker: A Study in Costume, iv, 14-15. Higher criticism was a
method of examining how the language and concepts in the Bible had evolved over
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the centuries The Bible was now seen as a collection of books whose teachings had
been influenced by history. It reflected changes in Hebrew religion; so proof texting
professorclaimed that her book on costume was one of the “first
customs from an historical and objective point of v^w and to "
^emed a mis
take to meddle with what they regarded as sacred traditions. Elizabeth B. Jo
,

“Amelia Mott Gummere,” T/ie Friend 12 mo. 2 (1937). 198.

4 Tfe7Quakers, often associated with Pendle Hill, took inspiration from

John Woolman, whose advices are often quoted in Faith and Practice, and Pr^ticed
loluntary poverty. Mildred Young, Functional Poverty (Wallingford, Pa.: Pendle H
Publications, 1939)ss PYU, Faith and Practice (1997)^ 42. . • «
56 PYM, Faith and Practice {1961), 22-24. For an account of the influence of
formulation of simplicity on other yearly meetings, see Charles E. Eager s thoughtfu
essay “The Quaker Testimony of Simplicity,” Quaker Religious Thought 14,1 (Summe

: S iSeln d«u,.io„, o/simplici., include Elise Bculdiup, F"-’"
the Home (Philadelphia; Friends General Conference, 1953). ^5-^7 and George P
,
slnpZy-A Rich Quaker’s Vietv (Wallingford, Pa.: Pendle Hill Publications, 1973)^
^hem are sections on simplicity in virtually all yearly meetings compilations
discipline.

S7. PYM, Faith and Practice (i997). 80-81,156-5S.
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